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Scenario 1
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Employee’s job, which is a critical
skill, has grown, but grade
remains the same. Manager is
concerned that employee will
leave for more money. Writes a
new JD and requests a reevaluation of job.

HR sit on this decision for ages.
In the meantime employee
leaves. HR then decide –
whoops, we do need to pay more
for this job. They research the
surveys and agree to put in a
premium

Premium put in place, which
needs to be managed each year.
HR recruits and appoints a new
person into this position, who
now has to learn the job. Other
jobs under pressure in the
meantime and business suffers
as a result of loss of critical skill

Manager waits a month till the 6
person JE committee meets. They
re-evaluate the job, decide there is
insufficient change to warrant a
higher grade. Write back to
manager to say no grade change.

5 hours

Manager and employee are very
upset about lack of grade change
and inability to pay more for this
critical skills job. Employee gets
offered more money elsewhere.
Manager tries another tack and
motivates for a premium or
allowance to be paid

2 hours

8 hours

3 hours

Final outcome
Fed up and frustrated manager
Loss of critical skills in the business
Disengagement, lack of trust in HR
A premium that needs to be managed
18 plus countless hours wasted

Countless
hours
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Scenario 2

Employee’s job, which is a critical
skill, has grown. Manager is
concerned that employee will
leave for more money. Writes a
thumbnail JD and requests a reevaluation / new market pricing of
job.

Employee and manager happy.
Employee doesn’t leave, no
adverse consequences to the
business

HR market prices the job,
discovers that the market price has
gone up, moves the job to a higher
grade, notifies manager

2 hours

HR award employee a promotional /
market related increase.

0 hours

Final outcome
Retention of critical skills in the business
Engagement, trust in HR
A grading structure that is reflective of
external equity
Total time taken: 6 hours
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2 hours

2 hours

Scenario 1
(18+ hours)

Scenario 2
(6 hours)

Job Content
Approach

Market Pricing
Approach

Why in South Africa do most
companies favour Scenario 1
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WAW Survey – Sep 2013

To answer the why, need to break
it down into four questions
1.

How do job content approach and market pricing
approaches work?

2.

What are the pros and cons of each approach?

3.

Are there factors in Africa and the Middle East that are
different from the USA and that might necessitate our
using a different approach?

4.

Could we use a hybrid market pricing system in SA?
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Q1

How do job content approach and
market pricing approaches work?

Job Content
Approach
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Job Content Approach


Analyse the jobs and write job descriptions for
all jobs



Grade the jobs using a computerised interview
process or a committee



Allocate grades to individual employees and
collect internal pay data for employees



Analyse salary surveys and collect market data
per grade
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Job Content Approach
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Market Pricing
Approach
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Market Pricing Steps
1 Analyze and document job content
2 Identify / select benchmark jobs
3 Identify / select relevant labor markets
4 Identify data collection options
5 Collect and analyze data for benchmark jobs
6 Develop a structure of midpoints
7 Assign benchmark jobs to the structure
8 Slot nonbenchmark jobs into the structure
Source : Worldatwork GR17

Q2

What are the pros and cons
of each approach?
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What’s good?


Job Content Approach

Market Pricing Approach



Takes into account internal
equity



Position people where they
need to be paid



Helps with matching to
surveys, which all reflect SA
grading systems



Much easier to explain to
employees



Less time consuming



Not dependent on good salary
surveys



Less bureaucratic



Not subject to vagaries of
market



Lots of people hate job content
evaluation systems!



Provides global consistency

What’s bad?






Job Content Approach


Time consuming



Can get mired in bureaucracy



Often very contentious



May not reflect market value
of job
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Market Pricing Approach


Doesn’t reflect internal equity,
so may upset egos



Problematic if job needs to go
down because of market factors



Very reliant on quality and
consistency of salary surveys



Does not provide consistency of
level for mobility in multinational organisations



What’s ugly? Slotting!!

GR17 Market Pricing Case Study
Engineer Customer Liaison Manager


Responsible for face-to-face, telephonic and electronic communication
with customers. Will be able to discuss, evaluate and assist customer
inquiries concerning the engineering of products. Responsible for taking
all elevated customer service calls relating to the engineering of products.

 Masters degree in engineering
 10 to 15 years of experience in a mechanical or electrical engineering



One team slotted it higher than the Director of Manufacturing Ops at a 16



One team slotted it just above the Executive Assistant at an 8



8 grade variation as a result of slotting the job!

Q3

Are there factors in Africa and the Middle
East that are different from the USA and
that might necessitate our using a
different approach?
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Differences that might cause us
to use a different approach


Africa / Middle East


Quality of surveys is poor in
many countries in Africa and
Middle East – major deterrent
(not in SA)



Respect for authority may be
more important and trump
market factors in terms of level



Common grading systems



History – we’ve always
done it this way!



USA



Plethora of salary surveys,
companies that aggregate surveys
for you!



Tougher, less paternalistic approach
in the US, at will employment



Lot of hi tech industries, competing
for scarce skills – market
competitiveness is critical

Q4

So, could we use a hybrid market
pricing system in SA?
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Yes! This hybrid market pricing model could work in SA
1 Analyze and document job content
2 Identify / select benchmark jobs

3 Identify / select relevant labor markets
4 Identify data collection options
Link midpoints
to target
market data

5 Collect and analyze data for benchmark jobs
6 Develop a structure of midpts using Pat grades
7 Assign benchmark jobs to the structure
8 Grade non-benchmark jobs using a JE system

Use an interview
based computerised
JE system for
greater accuracy

When would it be appropriate to
use the hybrid market pricing model?


If you are in an industry where there is a shortage of skills, and it is
critical for you to be competitive and responsive to market changes



If you have access to good reliable salary survey data, and can
match 60%+ of your jobs



If you would prefer to do job content evaluations only when
necessary (i.e. when you can’t find benchmark job data)



Where international consistency of job grading is not critical for
mobility



If you’d like to use an approach that is simple to explain, defensible
and easy to communicate to your employees.


Who wouldn’t!!
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Is it time to use Market Pricing?
Yes, it's certainly time to consider it!
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